Techniques to
Increase Your
SMB Sales
Rise above the status
quo and take the
reins on your profits
by tapping into SMBs
with cost-effective
and efficient sales
processes that
leverage automation
and outsourcing.

Small and medium-sized businesses
(SMBs) comprise 99.9 percent
of U.S. businesses,1 but they’re
largely overlooked by enterprise
organizations as too difficult
and expensive to sell to.

The Untapped Market

99.9%

30.7 million

of U.S. businesses are SMBs1

businesses in the U.S. are considered small2

2x

4x

Top 20%

Top 20%

of technologically savvy SMBs earn
2x as much revenue per employee3

of technologically savvy SMBs
experience 4x higher revenue growth4

37%

51%

of companies with 99 employees or less,
47% of companies with 100-499 employees,
and 51% of companies with 500-999 employees
will increase their IT budgets in 20205

SMBs run

of SMBs plan to spend up to
$120,000 per year on cloud services
but 11% plan to exceed $1.2 million6

78% of workloads

in the cloud, including 43% in the public cloud and 35% in the private cloud7

The Challenges of Selling to SMBs
Selling to SMBs can be difficult:

81%

of small businesses have no employees.8

70%

 f the Buyer’s Journey for SMBs is complete
o
before they contact a supplier.9

66%

 f SMB owners are personally responsible for
o
three or more of the following areas:10
Operations

Marketing

Product development

Finance

Human resources

IT

Sales

Customer service

Techniques for Selling to SMBs
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E DUCATE
Address your prospects’ pain points and challenges directly
with an educational approach.

19% of SMB leaders say choosing the right technology is their biggest
challenge and as many as 60% of SMB owners feel that they don’t
11

need to outsource because the job they do is good enough.12

Q UALIFY
Make sure you’re pursuing the right leads by using lead scoring.

53% of organizations saw marketing/sales alignment improve when
using lead scoring, and 43% discovered qualified leads that would
otherwise have been overlooked.13

3
4

CONNECT
Nurture a strong, customer-driven relationship from day one.

84% of customers say that their experience with a vendor is as
important as its products or services.14

CONVERT
Ease of information seals the deal for SMB decision makers.
Businesses that receive the information they need to advance in the
sales process were 2.8x more likely to experience purchase ease and
3x more likely to make a bigger purchase with less regret.15

6
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C LOSE
SMBs tend to be highly risk averse, so make
every dollar count by offering social proof like
testimonials and case studies plus incentives.

O NBOARD

Customer Success and retention starts with successful onboarding.

Consider this: 33% of Americans say they’ll consider switching brands after
a single purchase because of bad service.16

7

U PSELL

Businesses are 60-70% more likely to sell to an existing
customer, compared to the 5-20% likelihood of selling
to a new prospect.17

The Outsourcing Advantage
Calculate lifetime value
(LTV) of SMB customers:18

Scaling in-house sales to qualify
SMBs is not cost-effective:
Salary accounts for roughly

38% of

the total cost of having an in-house sales
development representative (SDR); you

also have to include the costs of benefits,

X

software, training, management, bonuses,

Customer Churn Rate

and more.19

At companies with a formal onboarding

*(Average Revenue per Account)

process,

60.7% of sales reps reached

full productivity within six months.

Yield a higher return on LTV with
a low-touch sales approach.

For businesses without formal onboarding,

Automate as much of the education
and qualification process as possible.

only

42.8% of reps reached full

productivity within the first six months.20

Benefit from more outsourcing for
more cost-effective lead qualification.

Licensing sales technology can cost

thousands of dollars per employee per year.

The benefits of outsourcing SMB sales
No staffing or startup costs
Allows you to pay for performance
Minimal ramp time (weeks, not months)21
Scale faster—from 5 reps to 100 in less than 12 weeks22
Sales tech stack already in place
Reduce the cost of scaling your sales team by up to 15–20%23

MarketStar can show you how to
maximize your SMB sales investment.

To learn more, download our
Finding Success in the Small and
Medium-Sized Business Market guide.

Download Here
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